Integrated Healing Systems – Unified Field Technologies
www.PhotonSoundBeam.net
CAVEAT: Pirate Websites and Knockoffs of the Photon Sound Beam
Since 1988, Integrated Healing Systems and our engineers have been creating, evolving and
promoting a variety of Vibrational Energy Technologies prioritizing the Photon Sound Beam with
the Sound Probe, Original PSB, PSB IV, PSB VI, PSB VII, PSB VIII and currently (since 2005) the
Photon Sound Beam XII and PSB Infinity RF.
Knockoffs: Please be aware that there are several knockoffs of our previous Photon Sound
Beam models as well as the Photon Sound Beam XII. These are copies that were reversed
engineered from our previous and current models of the Photon Sound Beam.
Some of these knockoffs have inadequate output voltage to the Glass Applicators. Several
purchasers have noticed no sensation whatsoever coming out the handheld Plasma Tubes. We
specialize in maximizing output voltage so maximize penetration deep into the body. This is
critical in order to get fast and long-lasting results.
Pirate Websites: Please be aware of a Pirate Website www.PhotonSoundBeam.COM . This is a
fraudulent website which has copied pictures and text (word-for-word) of our website in order
to do a bait-and-switch operation. This site has an inoperative shopping cart which defaults to
an 800 phone number in order to sell the 1994 prototype model called the Original Photon
Sound Beam. We have never done any business with this website owner.
Our website is www.PhotonSoundBeam.NET.
As mentioned, we specialize in maximizing the output voltage of the Plasma-Tube Glass
Applicators. A threshold level of output energy is necessary for adequate penetration deep into
the tissues and cells. Several purchasers and one of our distributors have noticed no sensation
whatsoever coming out the handheld Plasma Tubes of the PSB Complete.
Our current models have a much more evolved, computer-chip circuity than earlier mono-polar
models. The Photon Sound Beam XII and the PSB Infinity RF come with 2 high voltage coils, one
for each PlasmaTube Glass Applicator. This markedly improves the frequency integration and
penetration and overcomes uncomfortable shocking effect. Using 2 Tesla Coils provides an
omni-directional penetration as compared to single coil (mono-polar) instruments found in our
previous models including the Original PSB (1994 Prototype), still offered by several websites
for $2800. See also the PSB compared to other instruments.
PLEASE DO NOT MAKE THE MISTAKE of purchasing ANY Photon Sound Beam OTHER THAN our
2 available models: the Photon Sound Beam XII and PSB Infinity RF at
www.PhotonSoundBeam.NET.

NOTE: We have distributors promoting our Photon Sound Beams.

